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Moth Pick Of The Week – Square One

(http://www.kimdivine.com/)

Review:

I’ve worked in the indie music scene for going on three years now. During that time I’ve worked

with and promoted many artists on The Mothpod (I think the current count is just over 900). While

each and everyone of them are astonishingly talented and continue to amaze me with their works,

there are only a select few that I consider the Mothpod’s “cream of the crop.” These are the artists

that weeks, months, and even years after spinning I still feel the same sense of excitement about

sharing their music with my listeners as the very first time I aired them. Kim DiVine is among that

select few.

I came across Kim’s music a couple years ago, and was immediately captivated by her voice. With

uniquely strong vocals and songs rich in powerful melodies, she was simply an artist that stood

out from the crowd. Flash forward to today; Kim has released her brand new album Square One
and it only reenforces everything I thought the day I discovered this incredible artist.

Square One is a pop/rock album with a sound very much in the vein of such artists as Michelle

Branch, Vanessa Carlton, and Jewel. It’s the kind of album that one moment spins a catchy track

that make the world feel right, and the next plays a melodic track that make you think. The one

thing that every track has in common though is that every one of them is a little piece of the heart

and soul of Kim DiVine.

Consider Square One a bit of a glimpse into Kim’s personal life. Every track from “Letting Go”

(about moving on) through “Without You” (about Kim’s relationship with her absent father) is deeply

rooted with passionate lyrics driven from Kim’s life experiences. This an album about life, love, and

loss.

Square One is an amazing album that I’m proud to have in my music collection and proud to

feature as this week’s Moth Pick Of The Week.

Purchase:

iTunes (http://click.linksynergy.com/fs-bin/stat?

id=X5o7jKhrFfc&offerid=146261&type=3&subid=0&tmpid=1826&RD_PARM1=http%253A%252F%252Fitunes.apple.com%252FWebObjects%252FMZStore.woa%252Fwa%252FviewAlbum%253Fi%253D319213317%2526id%253D319213312%2526s%253D143441%2526uo%253D6%2526partnerId%253D30)

| Amazon (http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B002CBHLB6?ie=UTF8&tag=mothpod-

20&linkCode=as2&camp=1789&creative=9325&creativeASIN=B002CBHLB6) | Web Site
(http://www.kimdivine.com/)
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